Abstract
Introduction
The Active Power Dispatch (APD) problem is one of the inherent issues of contemporary power system planning [1] . The goal of the APD is to find the efficient active power generation among different generators, so that the total fuel cost is minimized while keeping all the constraints satisfied. Conventional and heuristic algorithms have been applied to solve APD problem. In conventional methods, the cost curve is linear but in reality, the curve is highly nonlinear. Valsan, et al., [2] , proposed hope-field neural network for economic dispatch and unit commitment. Navpreet Singh Tung, et al., [3] , presented an implementation of fuzzy-logic controller to solve the unitcommitment and economic dispatch problem of thermal generation plant with the main objective of evaluating the total operating cost for each loading condition while subjected to a variety of constraints. Many evolutionary computing [4] , based algorithms have been presented for economic dispatch. Happ [5] , presented survey on optimal power dispatch considering different aspects. Rahman, et al., [6] showed advancements in economic
Problem Design
The APD problem [3] can be presented by minimizing the operating fuel cost of generator units subjected to various constraints. As the load demand is variable, the power generation has to be altered to equate the balance between loads and active power generation of a system. The APD model consists of n generating units online. The APD problem can be expressed as.
A. Fuel Cost Model [3] C(P Gi )=Σ(a i *P Gi ²+ b i *P Gi +c i )Rs where i=1…..N(a,b,c are cost co-efficients) B. Power Balance Constraints [3]  ΣP Gi -P D =0(Power Generation=Power Demand)  P Gi,min ≤P Gi ≤P Gi,max where i=1,2……N(Limits of Power Generation) C. Total Operating Cost Minimization [3] Total Operating Cost= C(P Gi ) D. Valve Point Effect [11] The Input-output characteristic of a generator are approximated using quadratic or piecewise quadratic function, under the assumption that the incremental cost curves of the units are monotonically increasing piecewise-linear functions. However, real input-output characteristics display high order non linearities and discontinuities due to valve-point loading in fossil fuel burning plants. The generating units with multivalve steam turbines exhibit a greater variation in the fuel cost functions. The valve point effects introduce ripple in the heat rate curves. Mathematically ELD problem considering valve point loading is defined as:
where, a,b,c, are cost coefficients of the i th unit and e,f are constants of valve point effect of generators.
The follow-up of grey wolf hunting are as follows: 1) Tracking, chasing, and approaching the victim. 2) Pursuing, encircling, and harassing the victim until it stops moving. 3) Attack towards the victim.
 Social Hierarchy
For modeling the social hierarchy of wolves until designing GWO, the fittest solution is considered as the alpha (α). Accordingly, the second and third best solutions are named beta (β) and delta (∆) respectively. The rest of the candidate solutions are considered to be omega (w). The x wolves follow these three wolves.
 Encircling Prey
Next, for designing encircling behavior, some equations are considered:
where t is the current iteration, A and C are coefficient vectors, X p (t) represents the position vector of the victim. The vectors A and C can be calculated as below:
where a include are linearly decreased from 2 to 0 over the course of iterations and r1 and r2 are random vectors in the range [0, 1].
 Hunting
In GWO, the first three best solutions obtained are stored so far and push the other search agents (including the omegas) to update their positions due to the position of the best search agents. The following equations are modeled.
The final position would be in a random position within a circle which is defined by the positions of alpha, beta, and delta in the search space. In other words alpha, beta, and delta estimate the victim position and other wolves update their positions randomly around the victim [13] . 
Design and

Simulation Flow
Step1: Feasible Boundary Location
Agents are randomly initialized and located between the minimum and maximum operating limits of generators. Each agent should match the system constraints.
Step 2: Objective Function
This evaluates for each agent(Xα, Xβ, and Xδ) while constraints are satisfied. Update position of each search agent.
Step 3: A,C,a coefficients Value of coefficients A,C,a are updated.
Step 4: Update position of every agent
The position of every agent is updated (Xα, Xβ, and Xδ)
Step 5: Finishing criteria Repeat process 2 to 5 until maximum number of iterations is reached.  Constraints Equality Constraints: Power Generation-Power Demand=0(P G =P d ) In-Equality Constraints: Power Generation should be between minimum and maximum limit of power generation.
Algorithms Numerical Settings
Variables in constraints should be incorporated in GWO as feasible search boundary.

Stopping Criteria
It is the maximum number of iteration for optimum solution.
Test System
To check the effectiveness of GWO for APD problems, four different case studies considering valve point effect [11, 12] are taken.
Three-Generating Unit System with Valve Point Effect [11]
This case study incorporates three generating units. Coefficients of fuel cost, valve point effect and the limits of the generation units are given in Table 1 . 
Six-Generating Unit System [12]
This case study incorporates six generating units. The coefficients of fuel cost and the limits of the generation units are given in Table 2 . This case study incorporates three generating units. The coefficients of fuel cost and the capacities of the generation units are mentioned in Table 3 . 
Thirteen Generating Unit System With Valve Point Effect[11]
This case study incorporates three generating units. The coefficients of fuel cost, valve point effect and the limits of the generation units are incorporated in Table 4 . 
Results and Discussions
Layout
 Test system comprises of three units, three units with valve point effect, six units and thirteen units system with valve point effect for variable power demand [11, 12] .  Optimal Power generation (MW) for every test system is generated using GWO [13] .  Comparison of Total Operating Cost, Best Cost, Worst Cost, Mean Cost, Standard Deviation (SD) is presented for different test cases.
Simulation and Numerical Result
Proposed technique is tested on different benchmarks for simulation. Comparative analysis is demonstrated with other optimization techniques. In Table 5, Table 6 and  Table 7 , the optimum power generation for every unit, total operating cost (8352.0153($/hr)) and CPU computational time (1.2 sec) using proposed GWO technique on six unit system without valve point effect are given. In Table 7 , comparative analysis is presented with other techniques like Cuckoo Search, Artificial Bee Colony, Firefly Algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization, Harmony Search, Shuffled Frog Leaping, Bacterial Foraging Optimization, pattern search in terms of total operating cost. Total operating cost with proposed technique GWO is less as compared to other techniques. In Table 8 Table 9 presents the optimum power generation for every unit, total operating cost (1523.403($/hr)) using proposed GWO technique on three unit system without valve point effect. Total operating cost with proposed technique is again less as compared to other techniques. In Table 10 , convergence and exploration potential of GWO have been presented. Worst, Mean and Best cost are minimum as compared to other techniques which proves the sound solution quality and convergence variation within feasible search boundary. Standard Deviation (SD)-2.47e−6 is least among different set of costs contrast to other techniques shows robustness and exploration capability. In Figure 4 , comparison of cost of proposed technique GWO with other techniques is presented on three unit system. Figure 5 shows the solution convergence with iteration and search space for three unit system. Proposed method GWO has outperformed other optimization techniques in literature in terms of cost, solution quality, robustness, and convergence and exploration capability. To consider the case of high non linearity, we take the effect of valve point. A valve point effect of generator adds high non linearity in the fitness function and adds couple of local minima peaks. As our suggested technique GWO always leads to global optimal solution till now. To further validate the result, we consider small test system with three units with valve point loading. In Table 11 , the optimum power generation for every unit, total operating cost(7716.7421($/hr)) using proposed GWO technique on three unit system with valve point effect subjected to power demand of 850 MW are presented.
Comparative results are also shown in terms of total operating cost. In Table 11 , comparative studies are tabulated with other techniques in terms of total operating cost. Total operating cost with proposed technique GWO turns out to be very less as compared to other techniques. Thus, total cost is minimum as compared to other technique which proves the sound solution quality and convergence variation within feasible search boundary directing robustness and exploration capability even in high non-linearity. In Figure 6 , comparison of cost is shown imposing valve point effect. Convergence solution with iteration and search boundary are shown in Figure 7 .  To further validate the above results on large scale system, we consider large scale system having thirteen units with valve point loading. Variable power demand is considered to test the effectiveness. In Table 12 and 13 shows the power generation, computational time(2.4 sec) and total cost(16413.9413 ($/hr)) for power demand of 1800MW.Again, it overpowered other techniques ,which proves the sound solution quality and convergence variation within feasible search boundary directing robustness and exploration capability even in high nonlinearity. In Figure 8 shows the convergence of fitness function with iteration and search boundary for large scale system. Cost comparison among different techniques on large scale system is presented in Figure 9 . [15] 18048.21 PSO [14] 18030.72 MFEP [15] 18028.09 FEP [15] 18018.00 IFEP [15] 17994.07 EP-SQP [14] 17991.03 HDE [11] 17975.73 CGA-MU [11] 17975.34 PSO-SQP [14] 17969.93 PS [16] 17969.17 UHGA [11] 17964.81 QPSO [11] 17964 IGA_MU [11] 17963.98 ST-HDE [11] 17963.89 HGA [11] 17963.83 HQPSO [11] 17963.9571 DE [11] 17963.83 GSA [11] 17960.3684  Further, we consider different load demand of 2520 MW having thirteen units with valve point loading. Table 14 and Table 15 , shows the power generation, computational time (2.6 sec) and total cost (22783.0898($/hr)) for power demand of 2520 MW. It has out-performed other techniques, again benchmarks the sound solution quality and convergence variation within feasible search boundary directing robustness and exploration capability even in high non-linearity. In Figure 10 and Figure 11 , convergence of solution with iteration and cost comparison are shown for large scale system.  In nutshell, proposed technique GWO searches for best solution in feasible search boundary within bounds. GWO is successfully applied to different set of systems in small and large scale considering valve loading non linearity. Test results show the effectiveness of proposed technique both in linear and non linear system. In addition, the results substantiate the robustness, precise convergence and efficiency of this optimization algorithm. The main advantage of GWO is its core ability to converge at global solution among local minima values. From the results, it is concrete that GWO is a competitive technique for solving complex non smooth optimization problems in Active Power Dispatch Problem.
Comments

Global Minima Solution
From convergence of fitness function with iterations and feasible search space boundary exploration, proposed technique achieves minima best solution through fast convergence with iterations solution.

Computational Power
From results, we see that the proposed technique takes less computational time. This technique consumes less CPU memory as it is fast due to fast convergence from results. We observe that deviation of solution for this technique GWO is less as compared to other techniques for three and six unit system. Best, mean and worst cost with different set of iterations shows the computational efficiency of proposed method as they keep minima value as tested with other methods.

Convergence Precision Capability
Convergence of solutions for iterations has been tested. It shows that, proposed methodology GWO grows towards global solutions and it maintains the solution convergence for many runs. Best, mean and worst cost solution are close approximation of each other for three and six test system, means the convergence precision is high and avoid all the local minima solutions among feasible solutions in search boundary as compared to other methods as these algorithms suffers from huge standard deviation among its best, mean, worst which shows lack of precision of convergence.

Exploration for Optimal Solution
As the proposed method GWO explores solution in random initial population of generated powers through search space. GWO shows minimum mean cost solution and minimum standard deviation for three and six unit system when compared to other techniques for three and six unit system. It means average of all the solutions in feasible search space with different iterations carries the optimality when fly through the space for solution search. Further on, best cost also shows the promise of efficient exploration capability.SD goes down as the proposed method converge to optimal solution means the direction and boundary of solution search is best one.
Conclusion
In this work, potential of GWO is explored for solving APD problems considering valve point effect. The efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed technique is benchmarked for different test cases consisting of three, six and thirteen generating units with high non-linearity. The results of the GWO compared with that of other intelligence optimization algorithms in terms of operating cost of generators and power generation. Wide contrasting simulation results are observed with the other swarm, nature and bio inspired algorithms.GWO results in minimum operating cost, minimum standard deviation among best, mean and worst solution showing good explorability, fast convergence with iteration leads to robustness and good solution quality. It is concrete that GWO gives better results than other algorithms. GWO is simple to formulate and potential of reaching feasible global optimal solution.
Further on, the solution backs the robustness, accurate convergence and optimality of this optimization technique. From the results obtained it can be concluded that GWO has strong ability to solve complex non smooth optimization problems.
Future Suggestions
In future, the proposed technique can be effectively hybridized with other optimization techniques to solve convex and non-convex APD problems with incorporation of multi area objectives and constraints related to tie line, emission.
NOMENCLATURE
N
Number of units P D Power Demand P Gmax Maximum limit of Unit P Gmin Minimum Limit of Unit P G Power Generation 
